Who are we
GZLR is the official creator of customizable and operable NFTs for your journey through
the metaverse.
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Opportunity
As the Metaverse begins to expand many openworld type universes will begin to take
shape and interconnect. Rather than having these, sometimes open source, world
projects focus on building vehicles I believe they should focus on building the world
around us all.
This is where Guzzler comes in. We will be building operable and customizable NFTs to
operate across openworlds, saving time and energy for these expanding worlds. If you
want transportation ready and in your wallet for your cross world trips, make sure you
have one of our custom nfts ready to go.

The beginning
While my vision for the future of the GZLR game is expansive; we will begin with a
scalable token and MVP game in the form of a drag race. On the website you will be able
to mint a car of your choice and then in the game you will be able customize your vehicle
using the nfts you have selected. By doing this you will be able to create a unique car
NFTs that is both unique only to you and operable within the game. Then to add fun...
You'll be able to race against your friends and enemies.
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The native token
$GZLR started as a custom erc20 contract creation with the main goals being safe,
scaleable, unable to increase tax, and marketing tax received in eth to prevent sale
pressure. It is a simple token but very efficient.
Our tokenomics regarding our tax system will remain flexible.
We will start with a 7% tax
3% to marketing
3% to Liquidity and
1% to reflections for holding.

1% to reflections for holding.

7%
Tax

3% to marketing

3% to Liquidity

Rewards and Play to Earn
The $GZLR token will be able to be staked and rewards will come having access to
exclusive nfts that will never be available to the public. This category of nft will also be
available to people that try to complete the game in single player mode.
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There are 3 ways to improve the
performance characteristics of your NFTs
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Stake $GZLR tokens
and gain access to
performance parts.
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Beat levels in single
player to unlock this
same category of nfts.

Buy parts on the open
market from people
that have conquered
the levels or from
people/groups that
have been staking
$GZLR tokens for the
rewards.

How to get the accessory and aesthetic
category of NFTs
All these NFTs will be produced in-house and integrated into the game. With integrations
come constant updates. These nfts will always be available first on our website at
guzzler.io, and then on to be utilized or resold on the public/private market.
Eventually, as our open world expands people will be able to open “garages” or
“dealerships” in-game. I expect that these people will be the first people to capitalize on
our exclusive releases of nfts.

Exclusive NFTs releases will include

Cars

Color
modification
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Body
accessories

Wheels

Livery skins

Roadmap
November 2021

2022 and beyond

Presale and Launch using the
Yasha Launch dapp
CMC and Coin Gecko listing
Mass marketing push for twitch
streamers competing with nfts
and using the beta version of
thegame
All inuyasha holder to receive
access to mint a car to be used
in game at the cost of minting.
500 holders
1000 telegram members

Phase
1

Open-world creation
Racetrack creation
Advertisement real estate
available for sponsorships for
both players and open world.
Creations of in game market
places for car upgrades.
Cross world integration
We are the engine for the car
you will use across the
metaverse.

Phase
2

December 2021
2000 holders
Accessory nfts available to the
inuyasha holders
Beta version of game open to
inuyasha holders
Mass marketing
Game launch
New racecourses and updates
always being integrated into game
5000 holders 5000 real telegram
members
10-20k holders 10-50k players
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Phase
3

Our Passion for the Project
I've always loved cars. I've always loved building cars, working on cars. My partner Liquid Snake,
has always loved cars too, and he has always loved games and building games.
Great combination. Although I'm unsure of the demographics as the metaverse evolves and
expands, one thing can be sure, that the metaverse will evolve and expand. Blockchain
technology will always be an integral part of this equation. And... Your avatar will want
transportation, or you will be walking from planet to planet.

How I chose the name Guzzler
When you look on etherscan gas tracker you'll notice a list of top gas guzzlers. This list has been
clogged by nft creation. We will be on that list.
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